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I

Toward the goal of experimentally determining pp elastic scattering amplitudes at 6 GeV/c, we have
measured a linear combination of triple-spin correlation parameters and also a linear combination of spin-
transfer parameters over the ~t~ range between 0.2 and 1.0 (Gev/c)'. A horizontally polarized beam (S
direction) was obtained by precessing the spin of the polarized beam from the Argonne Zero Gradient
Synchrotron using a superconducting solenoid. The target protons were polarized vertically (N direction) and
the polarization of the recoil protons was measured with a carbon polarimeter. The results are consistent
with the amplitude corresponding to m exchange being almost real and positive.

I. INTRODUCTION

At low energies the proton-proton elastic scatter-
ing process has been successfully described by
phase-shift analyses, which efficiently utilize
rather limited types of experimental data, e.g. ,
the differential cross section and polarization. '
But, above P„,of about 1 GeV/c, where the in-
elastic channels start taking a large part of the
cross section, the analyses become increasingly
difficult because of the large number of parame-
ters involved.

In 1961, Schumacher and Bethe' pointed out that
even at higher energy there are ways to recon-
struct the scattering amplitudes in a limited I t I

range by measuring a certain set of observables,
which are expressed in bilinear form in terms of
five complex amplitudes. As the overall phase re-
mains arbitrary, at least nine measurements are
required to determine the amplitudes aside from
discrete ambiguities, which can be removed by
additional measurements. Realizing this experi-
mentally, however, was thought to be almost im-
possible until recently because most of the mea-
surements would require double or triple scatter-
ing and thus suffer from very poor statistics.

The situation was changed considerably by the
successful acceleration of polarized-proton beams
up to 12 GeV/c at Argonne National Laboratory,
together with advances in polarized-target tech-
niques. An extensive program is now in progress
to determine proton-proton elastic scattering am-
plitudes beginning at 6 GeV/c over the I f 1 range of
0.2 to 1.0 (GeV/c) . The experiment reported here
is one in the program in which we simultaneously
measured the triple-spin parameter H»~ and as
a by-product the spin-transfer parameter R &&.

In Sec. II these parameters are defined and re-
lated to scattering amplitudes. Section III contains
a description of the experimental apparatus, es-
pecially the carbon. polarimeter, which is an ess-
ential new piece of the equipment. The data
analysis and the results are given in Sec. IV, and
the details of experimental biases are examined
in the Appendix B. Our results will be combined
with our later measurements to reconstruct the
scattering amplitudes, as described earlier. How-
ever, we discuss the immediate results on the
amplitudes constrained by these measurements in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVABLES

The experimental observables can be written as
I„(B,T;S,R), where B, T, S, and R describe the
spin state of the beam, target, forward scattered,
and slow recoil protons, respectively; the number
of elastic events I is expressed as

I=Is[1+PnI„(B,0;0, 0) +PrI„(O, T;0, 0)

+P PrI„(B,T;0,0)+ ~ ~ ],
where Io is the number of spin-averaged events.
[Note that the notation I„(B,T; S,R) is equivalent to
the notation (B,T; S,R) used in our previous publi-
cations. ] We define N as the normal to the scatter-
ing plane, I along the direction of motion of the
proton being considered, and 8 =N x I, as shown in
Fig. 1. For the target at rest, we use the same
coordinate system as for the beam. If an initial
particle is unpolarized or the polarization of a
final-state particle is not analyzed, it is specified
by 0. Thus, there are 4 =256 possible scattering
observables, most of which are zero or redundant.
%e use short-hand notations for these observables:
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N

of D» and HNs s. The remaining ambiguity pro-
duces no notable distinction in terms of the ampli-
tude results. Additional measurements, especial-
lyD» and&»» help to reduce the overall un-
certainties of amplitudes.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

N: NORMAL TO THE SCATTERING PLANE

L: LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

S=N xL IN THE SCATTERING PLANE

FIG. 1. The definition of spin directions N, L, and
S.

P=I/N, 0;0, 0) =I„(O,N;0, 0),
polarization param eter,

C;J =I„(i,j;0,0), spin-spin correlation parameter,

D;, =I„(0,i; 0,j), depolarization parameter,

E,, =I„(i,0; 0,j), spin-transfer parameter,

and

H;» I (i,j;O, k), t——riple-spin correlation parameter.

Here, i, j, and k are either N, L, or S.
These observables can be described by a set of

elastic scattering amplitudes. As a spin- —, parti-
cle is described by two complex amplitudes, there
are 2 =16 complex amplitudes in general. The
number of independent amplitudes is reduced to
six by parity and time-reversal invariance, and
then to five owing to identical-particle symmetry.

We use t-channel-exchange-helicity amplitudes,
Np Ng Np Up and U„where N (U) indicates
natural- (unnatural-) parity exchange at asymp-
totic energy and the subscripts indicate the
amount of helicity flip. 3 In terms of more familiar
s-channel-helicity amplitudes P& ——(++I++), gp
=(--I++), Pp ——(+-I+-), P4=(+-I-+), and Q,
=(++ i+ -):

Np= p(4g+4p)~ N( =4p, N2= p(44-42)~

Up = p(4& —4p) Up = p(4p+ 44).

In Table I, the experimental observables are ex-
pressed in terms of these amplitudes.

A method of reconstructing the amplitudes,
which is particularly suited for our experimental
capabilities, has been proposed by Johnson,
Miller, and Thomas. Their choice of nine obser-
vables is doo, P, C~~, Css~ Csz~ Cz, L, , K~&, Dz&,
and Hs». They showed that these measure-
ments give rise to threefold discrete ambiguities,
two of which can be removed by the measurements

The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of a polarized-proton target (PPT), an
array of multiwire proportional chambers, and a
set of trigger scintillation counters. The appar-
atus is similar to that described in an earlier
publication, which also contains details of the
analysis procedure. An essential new piece of
equipment in this experiment is a recoil polarime-
ter, which is described in detail later in this
section.

A. Polarized-proton target (PPT)

The direction of the magnetic field and thus the
polarization of the target was vertical; i.e. , nor-
mal to the nominal scattering plane. The mag-
net provided a field of 2.5 T with a uniformity of
better than 10 3 over the target region. The tar-
get was 2 &2 &&6-cm ethylene glycol (HOCHpCHpOH)
doped with K2Cr20„and was maintained at 0.4 K
by a He refrigerator. Polarization was dynamic-
ally produced by microwave "spin pumping" and
monitored by an NMR system. The NMR signals
were analyzed continuously on-line by a POP-11
computer. About 9% of the nucleons in the target
were free protons and polarized to an average P~
=0.80. The estimated number of free protons was
8.5 &&10 P/mb. The target polarization was re
versed every 2-3 h to provide matched running
conditions.

B. Polarized-proton beam

The spin direction of the polarized beam from
the Argonne Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) was
rotated by a superconducting solenoid from the N

to the S direction. The line-integral field required
at P=6 GeV/c is

~
~

v/2B'dl=, —11.2 Tm,e Pc —,'g

where 2g=2.79. The beam polarization P~ was
typically 0.7, and the spin direction was reversed
at the ZGS source every spill. The beam intensity
was about 5 &10 protons/pulse and had a diverg-
ence of +5 mrad.

The PPT magnetic field precessed the spin of
the beam protons by 14.6 at the center of the tar-
get, giving the beam polarization a 25% L compo-
nent.
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TABLE I. Laboratory observables in terms of t-channel helicity amplitudes. The quantity Do&=0„0.„ is the dif
ference between total cross sections for parallel and antiparallel in longitudinal spin states. (8z is the laboratory re-
coil angle. )

Observables
(B,T;S,R)

I

Single sc attering

Exchange amplitudes

~~totI
totag

g p
=I„{0,0; 0, 0)

I =I„(O,N;0, 0)

C~N=I„(N, ¹ 0, 0)

Css =I„(S,S; 0, 0)

CsL, =In($» o 0)

Cgg=InL, L; 0, 0)

~imNofr. o

~imUofr=o

ccimUp]r p=-ImNpjr o

INol'+ 2INil'+ IN pl'+ IUol'+ IUpl'

—2 Iixl{(N p
—Np)Ni i/rip [else I&(N 0; 0, 0) J

2 Re(UoUp* NP-b*+ ]Nil ')/rro

2 Re(NpUp -NpUf)/irp

2 Ret(Uo+ Up)Ni*j/o o

-2 Re(NpUf NpUp )/-o p

(1) K & measurement

KgN =I„(N, 0; O, N)

Kss =I„(S,O; O, S)

Kgs =I„(L,0; O, S)

(2) D,.& measurement

D~N =I„(O,N; O, N)

D„=I„(0,$; O, S)

Dl,s ——I„(O,L; 0, S)

(3) Three-spin measurement

Hs„s =I„(S,N; O, S

ass =I„(N,S; 0, $)

H s sN
=I&(S8 S 8 0 8 N )

HgsN =I„(L,S; O, N)

HNL, s =I„5',L; 0, S)

Hsav =I„(S,L; o, N

Double sc attering

—2 Re(UpUp*+ NpN2 INi ]')/iio

[—2 Re{(U& Uo)Ni)sin8z 2 Re(NoUp*+NpU() ccs8+]/c p

{—2 Re(NpUp+ NpUp) sin8& —2 Re [Ni (Up —Up)] ccs 8rp]lcTp

{INol + 2INil + INpl —IUol —IUpl V&o

[—2 Re{(No+No)Ni)»n8s- (INol' —INDI'+ ]Upi' —IU l') ocos 8rp]/crp

[(INol' —INpl' —IUzl'+ IUol')»n8z-2 Re{(No+No)Ni)«s4]/&o

[2 Im(NpUp*+ NpU() sin&@+ 2 Im{(Up —Up)N j )ccs 8rp]/rrp

[—2 Im(UpUp —N pNp ) sin8z+ 2 Im{(No+ No)Ni )ccs8rp]/0'p

-2 im{(Up+ Uo)Ni}/irp

2 Im(U pNg —UpN p*)/cp'
[ 2 Im{(No+ No)Ni) sin8s+ 2 Im(UpUp + NpNp ) ccs 8rp]/rip

-2 Im(NpUp NpUg)/rr p-
Simultaneous observables

Hsgs In(0 N8 0 N) I ($0' 0 $)

HNss, I„(O,S; O, S), I„{N,0; O, N)

Hss~, I„(S,S; 0, 0), I„(O,S; O, S), I„($,0; O, S)

H»~, I„(O,S;O, S), I„(L„O;O,S), I„(Z.,S;O, O)

H~I,s, I„(O,L; 0, S), I„(N, 0; O, N).

HS LP8 I„(S,L; 0, 0), I„(O,L; 0,S), I„(S,0; 0,S)

C. Event logic and detection equipment

The incident beam was defined by a triple coin-
cidence of scintillation counters So, S&, and 82,

vetoed by a hole counter BA1. The event trigger
eras defined by requiring an additional coincidence
of at least one forward counter and one recoil
counter together with no signals fromm anticounters
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic layout of the experimental apparatus. (b) The recoil polarimeter and typical trajectories of
recoil protons at various t.

placed at the PPT magnet pole faces (AU and AD)
and directly in the beam (BA2). Eleven multiwire
proportional chambers (IMWPC) recorded the
tracks of the beam, forward, recoil, and scattered
recoil protons in the carbon plate. The informa-
tion of hits of MWPC's (CHI-11), hits of counters,
and scalar values was read into an EMR 6050
computer and written on tape to be analyzed off-
line.

D. Carbon polarimeter

The essential new piece of the apparatus was a
carbon polarimeter which allowed the measure-
ment of the recoil polarization in the S and N di-
rections. Similar polarimeters have been used by
other groups. ' The polarimeter consisted of

four INWPC's and a piece of carbon as shown in
Fig. 2. The chambers all had 2-mm wire spacing;
the first two had 256~128 wires and the last two
had 256~256 wires. The thickness of the thin part
of the carbon was —,

' in. and that of the thick part
was 3 in. The thin part was intended for It I & 0.4
(GeV/c), where the protons had shorter range,
while the thick part was to increase rates at 0.4
& It I & 1.0 (GeV/c)'.

The polarimeter was oriented so that its normal
made an angle of 55.5'with respect to the beam
line. This was done so that most of the recoil
protons would enter normal to the carbon. The
magnetic field of the PPT magnet was such that
there was only a small variation in the angle at
which the protons entered the carbon (see Table
II). Typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 2, and
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TABLE II.The kinematical quantities for pp elastic
scattering at several t values and P&~b= 6 GeV/c.

tttt P te I'i
[(GeV/c) ] (deg) (deg) (MeV/e) (MeV) (deg) (deg)

1.2

0.5

0.4

Q.27
Q.38
0.51
0.66
0.83
1.00

19.2 72.0
23.Q 68.5
26.7 65.4
30.4 62.3
34.1 59.4
37.7 56.6

6
3xlo fB dl

rot
=

535
650
756
890

1010
1135

140
205
275
350
440
535'

16.1 55.9
13.2 55.4
11.2 54.2
9.7 52.6
8.5 50.9
7.6 49.1

150
P (MeV/) ~ net B rot

o 04I-
CO

0.2

03
I—C)
C)

02 o

O. l

0.05 ~

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The data analysis consisted of three stages:
filter, single-scattering, and polarimeter analy-

3000
I I I I I I I

the distribution of incident angles observed at the
carbon plate is shown in Fig. 3.. The polarimeter
had 360' azimuthal acceptance. The N component
of the recoil spin was measured by a left-right
asymmetry and the 8 component by an up-down
asymmetry of the scattered particles by the carbon
analyz er.

In Fig. 4, the average momentum (kinetic energy)
expected of recoil protons at the center of —,'-
and S-in. -thick carbon plates is shown as a func-
tion of t, the momentum transfer square of the
primary scattering. The limit to the angular reso-
lution comes mostly from the multiple scattering
through the carbon plates as shown in Fig. 5,
while the intrinsic resolution expected due to finite
wire spacing is 0.8V'.

0
0,2 0,4 0.6

-t I(Gev/c) ]

0.8 I.O

FIG. 4. Proton momentum expected at the center of
carbon plate as a function of t, the momentum transfer
squared of the primary scattering.

sis. At the filter stage, obviously bad events
were removed, such as the ones containing no hits
in the forward and/or the recoil chambers, or the
ones with too many hits in a chamber. Typically,
80$o of the events were transmitted to high-density
tape for further analysis. At the stage of single-
scattering, kinematical quantities were calculated
for the events which had one and only one track in
each of the beam, forward, and recoil arms. In a
few percent of these events, the recoil protons
scattered in the carbon plate, and the information
of those with large enough scattering angles (8
&4') were written out for the polarimeter analysis.
The polarimeter analysis cut and divided these

2000 HOR I ZONTA L

IOOO—
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l500 VERTICAL

1000—
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ED
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OJ 2—

V'

. CHA
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I Ir I I I I

-20, -I5 -IO -5 0 5 IO 15 20
ANGLE INCIOENT ON CARBON PLATE (degrees)

FIG. 3. Distribution of incident angles at the carbon
plate.

0
0

I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
PROTON MOMENTUM (GeV/c)'

l.o

FIG. 5. The multiple-scattering angle (8 ) ~ vs pro-
ton momentum through ~ or 3-in. carbon plates.
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events into bins of azimuthal angle of the scatter-
ing at the carbon plate. The double- and triple-
spin correlation parameters were calculated by
obtaining the left-right or up-down asymmetry for
each combination of the beam and the target po-
larization. About 3 &10 events were logged on
tape, and the final sample of about 3&104 events
survived cuts and were used to obtain the double-
scattering parameters. More detailed descrip-
tions of the last two stages of analysis are given
below.

A. Single-scattering analysis and its results

R( —— M;)0, .

Then the solution is

The results are given in Fig. 6. The parameters
I„(S,0; 0, 0) and C» are expected to be equal to
zero by parity conservation, and the experimental
verification of this shows that the systematic er-
rors are under control. The parameter I„(O,N; 0, 0)
is the polarization parameter, and it agrees well
with earlier published results.

Besides the desired elastic-scattering events,
two kinds of background were present, inelastic
and quasielastic scattering. The latter is the
scattering from bound protons in the complex nu-
clei present in the target. Elastically scattered
events satisfy two conditions, a forward-recoil
angle correlation and a coplanarity condition,
where the beam, scattered, and recoil protons
were in a plane. An event was called coplanar if
its coplanarity angle was within some limit,
typically 6 . Elastic scattering events would show

up as a sharp peak over a much broader back-
ground when the coplanar events were plotted vs
the recoil angle for a given bin of the forward
scattering angle. The number of elastic events
was then obtained by subtracting the background
under the peak. The method of this subtraction is
described in detail in Ref. 9. When the beam is
polarized in the f direction, and the target in the
N direction, the differential cross section in each
t bin is given by

I( =ID{.1 +P~I (S 0'0 0) +PrI (0 N 0 0)

+ (+P~)(+Pr)Cs~ I
where I, is the spin-averaged cross section, and
(+P~) and (+Pr) refer to the beam and target po-
larization. We obtain the parameters by inverting
a 4&4 matrix:

+P~ +Pz +PI3P~

-P~ +P~ -PJBP

+ P~ -P~ —PI3P q

+PgPg

OI„(S,O;0,

OI„(0&N; 0,

IOC s~

or in matrix form

B. Polarimeter analysis

It is very important to have a good alignment of
the four MWPC's in the polarimeter. The posi-
tions were carefully surveyed at the time of set-
ting up, and a slight adjustment was made by
analyzing the data taken with no carbon plate. A

scattering in the carbon was determined by the
following criteria: (a) The two straight lines de-
termined by the first two (and the last two) polar-
imeter planes must have a distance of minimum
approach &0.5 cm, (b) the midpoint of the closest
approach was assumed to be the location of the
second scattering and must be within the carbon,
and (c) the angle of the second scattering must be
in the range from 6' to 16'(see Appendix A for
this choice). In addition, the same cuts were

0.2

0.1— T„(s,o;0,0)

0 V V v V . 4'

-0.I—
-0.2—

0.4

0.3— I„(0,N;o, o)

0.2—

O. I
—0 0 0

0.2

0.'I—
J~(S, N;0, 0)

0 Q ~ V V V

-0 I—
-0.2

0
I

0.2
I I I

o.4 o.6 o.e

I&l[(Gev/c) ]

I

I.O I.2

FIG. 6. The results for single-scattering parameters
I„(S,0;0, 0) I„(0,N;0, 0)=J' and C&&. The first and the
last quantities should vanish under the parity invariance,
while the second one is the polarization parameter.
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applied to the first scattering quantities as for the
single-scattering analysis. Note that in this
sample, the background events under the elastic

peak are inevitably included. The differential
cross section for the double scattering of this ex-
periment at fixed t is given by

I'p' ——I [01+B +PeI„(S,O;0, 0) + PrI„(0)N; 0, 0)+(+P~)(aPr)C~„]
—IOA[I„(0,0; O, N)

+PEAK

~n +PrD n~ + (+Pe)(+Pr)II»„]cosg

+I+[I (0 0 0 S) +PeK&z +PrD~&+(+Pa)(+Pr)8~~~] sing,

where A, is the analyzing power of carbon, and Q is the azimuthal scattering angle of the second scattering
measured from the primary scattering plane at the carbon. The quantity B is the ratio of the number of
background events under the elastic peak to that of elastic events, and is obtained after the polarimeter
cuts were applied. We assumed that the background events do not carry any spin information, which was
experimentally checked within the statistical accuracy by analyzing noncoplanar events in the same way.
The reason for the tildes on some of the parameters is that the magnetic field of the PPT precessed the
spins of incident and recoil protons and mixed in other parameters as described in Sec. IV D.

The events were grouped into 24 angular bins in Q, accumulated, and then projected onto the four direc-
tions: left, right, up, and down. Only the bins within +67.5 about each direction were combined, which
is the optimum as shown in Appendix A. The projection to left or right, up or down yields

IL 1+8 ID 1+8

IL

I„(S,0; 0, 0)

I„(0)¹,0, 0)

SN

I„(o,o;o,N)

~s~

HSNN

I++
U I„(S,O;0, 0)

In' I„(0,¹ 0) 0)

I C
0

I„(0,0;O, S)

&ss

DNS

HsNs

where

+B Pa

+g Pa

PT PBPT A

PBP T -APT

APB

-APB

-APB

+8 PB PT PBPT -A APB

+8 Pa

1+8 P

1+8 -Pa

,1 +I3

-PT

PT

-PT

-PT

-PBPT

-PBPT

PBPT

PaPT

APB

-APB

APB

1+8 -Pa PT -PBPT

APT APa'PT

APT

-AP,
APT

-APT

APT

-APaPT

APBPT

-&PBPT

APBPT

APBPT

-APBP,

-AP, -AP, P,

and A =f&, where f=0.826 is the reduction of the
analyzing power due to the use of a wider azimu-
thal range (see Appendix A).

In matrix form

I~, =P~„o, ,

and the solution is

C. Determination of analyzing power

Looking at the equations above for left-right, we
see that one of the experimentally measured asym-
metries is

& =fA P rD zz ~

A can be obtained by using values of DN„measured
in other experiments (see Fig. 7). As the experi-
mental values'are not accurate enough, we have
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FIG. 7. Dzz vs —t for Pz= 6 Gev/c (data from Refs.
7 and 8).

0.3—
h4

0.2—

~ O.l—
I I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

-t [(GeV/c) ]
FIG. 8. The values of the analyzing power A(t) as a

function of t obtained by assuming Dz&(t) = 0.95.

E. Results of the double scattering

assumed D» ——0.95 over our complete t range.
The resulting analyzing power is shown in Fig. 8.
These values are in generally good agreement with
the ones reported in the literature.

Note that we need to divide by A, the analyzing
power, to obtain double-scattering quantities, and
its .uncertainty causes an overall normalization
error, which we do not include in the final results
in this paper. We intend to calibrate the polarime-
ter using the polarized beams at Argonne ZGS, and
the final results will be rescaled accordingly if
found necessary.

D. Corrections due to the magnetic field

The results are given in Fig. 9 and Table IV.
The errors shown are statistical only, and the er-
rors due to the analyzing power are not folded in.
The latter should be understood as an overall
normalization uncertainty of +@A/A, where /1 is
the analyzing power of the carbon.

Parameters &z„, IIc ~.„, I„(0,0;0, S), and D//~ are
expected to vanish owing to parity conservation.
The parameter I„(0,0;O, N) is the polarization pa-
rameter, and it must agree with the single-scatter-
ing parameter I„(O,N;0, 0). The results shown in

TABLE III. The amount of mixture of observables I/"
&&

and H&& due to the PPT magnetic field.

The magnetic field of the PPT magnet precessed
the spin of the incoming proton in the horizontal
plane by about 14.6 & i.e. , the beam polarization
was given by (0.251L+ 0.968S)Ps. Thus,

I„(S&¹;¹,¹)=0.251I„(L,*;*,¹)
+ 0.968I„(S,¹;¹,¹),

where * indicates any spin direction of 0, N, I. ,
and S.

Similarly, the spin of the recoil protons was
also precessed, causing the polarimeter to ana-
lyze a mixture of L and S rather than pure S, for
the case of up-down asymmetry. The amount of
the precession is dependent on t. The explicit ex-
pressions for the amount of mixtures are given in
Table III for R» and II»s. These values were
calculated by tracing protons of various kinematic-
al values through the PPT magnetic field.

AV

+ss +LL P sL ~+Ls +ss

[(GeV/c) ]

-0.27
0.38
0.51
0.66
0.83
1.00

-0.16
—0.13
-0.11
—0.10
—0.09
—0.09

0.61
0.49
0.43
0.39
0.36
0.34

-0.19
-0.22
—0.23
-0.23
—0.23
—0.23

0.27
0.38
0.51
0.66
0.83
1.00

-0.16
—0.13
-0.11
-0.10
—0.09
—0.09

0.61
0.49
0.43
0.39
0.36
0.34

-0.19
—0.22
-0.23
-0.23

' —0.23
-0.23

SN S LNL PHSNL ~HLNS ~HSNS

-t
f(oeV/c)']

0.75
0.84
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.90

0.75
0.84
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.90
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Fig. 9 are in fair agreement with these expecta-
tions. Deviations from a.n expectation indicates a
presence of biases. Effects of various biases are
studied in some detail in Appendix B. We.conclude
that the desired parameters K» and H»s are
little affected within the accuracy of the present
measurement.

F. Discussion of results

1. Hg~g

-0.5—

—I.O—
I

0.5

I.O —
I„(0,0; 0, Sj

0.5— 0.5—

-I.O—
I

IO 0

I'l[(pev/&)']

I

0.5
I

1.0

The results shown in Fig. 9 indicate that H»s
=0.098 +0.085 over the I t I range measured, with
rather large statistical errors. Without waiting
for the full amplitude analysis, we would like to
study the implications in a crude way here to con-
vey to the readers some feeling of what we learn
from these results. We ignore for a moment the
complication of the mixing of other components
and use rather simplified arguments.

The parameter H»s can be approximately ex-
pressed as the following according to Table I:

&e» =2 Im(NpU2*}/Ip —2U2, /I Np1

or U»INp i 0.05 +0.04 from our measurement.
Here we assume that the amplitude Np is dominant
over the others and U2, is the orthogonal compo-
nent of U2 relative to N, . The other component
U2„ INp I is determined to be about -0.05 from the
measurement of the parameter C s s. Knowing
ReNp/ImNp = —0.3 at t -0, 'P and assuming its slow
dependence on t, one finds that the U2 amplitude
is consistent with being real and positive as shown
in Fig. 10. At high energy, the amplitude U2 cor-

I.O— ONS HsNs

0.5— 0.5—

-0.5— -0.5—

-I.O— -1.0—
[

1,0
[

0.50.50 10 0

ltll(Gpv/p) ]
FIG. 9. The results of double-scattering parameters

plotted vs —t.

2. Ess

Under the assumption of Np dominance, we ex-
pect the following relation to hold (see Table I}:

responds to 7/(B} exchange, and the observed val-
ues are consistent with the expectation for the
amplitude. ~ The actual amplitude dete rmination
will be done rigorously, taking the mixing into
account and without assuming the Np dominance.

TABLE IV. The results of the double-scattering analysis.

Left-right

-tmin -t
[(GeV/c) ] [(GeV/c) ] [(GeV/c) ] I„(0,0; O, N) &swr

0.27
0.37
0.50
0.65
0.81
0.99

0.22
0.32
0.45
0.59
0.75
0.92

0.32
0.45
0.59
0.75
0.92
1.10

0.24 + 0.09
0.08+ 0.08
0.23 +0.11
0.34 +0.13
0.00+0.21
0.28+ 0.33

0.01 +0.13
0.08 + 0.12

-0.04 +0-16
-0.15 + 0.20

0.10+ 0.32
-0.11+ 0.49

0.95 +0.11
0.95 +0.10
0.95 +0.13
0.95 +0.16
0.95 +0.26
0.95 + 0.40

-0.24 + 0.16
0.02 + 0.14
0.26 + 0.19
0.12 +0.24

-0.04 +0.38
-0.21 +0.59

Up-down

t(GeV/c) ] [(GeV/c) ] t(GeV/c) ] In~ ~ 0& 0&S ~ss &sos

0.27
0.37
0.50
0.65
0.81
0.'99

0.22
0.32
0.45
0.59
0.75
0.92

0.32
0.45
0.59
0.75
0.92
1.10

-0.03 + 0.09
0.04 +0.08
0.08 + 0.11
0.01 +0.13

-0.19+ 0.22
0.32 +0.34

0.14 + 0.14
0.11+ 0.12
0.26 + 0.16
0.67+0.20

-0.27 +0.33
0.19 +0.50

0.05 +0.11
0.05 +0.10
0.34 +0.13

-0.06 + 0.16
-0.27 + 0.26

0.44 +0.40

—0.07 + 0.16
0.10 +0.14
0.30+0.20
0.35 ~0.24

—0.45 +0.39
0.49 +0.61

~The analyzing power was determined to make Dz&=0.95.
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), Im

-0.3

5
XNO .02

-0.2 -0.1

0.1

U2g
O. l

U2

U211

0.2 03
Re

FIG. 10. The amplitudes N0 and U2 (corresponding to
w exchange) at small t at 6 GeV/c in an Argand diagram.

' If» -—2 Re(N pUp*) cos8s/Ip

=-C~~ cos&g =+ 0.1 cos&~ .
Data point lie above this naive expectation with
large error bars. But, we note that E» contains
other parameters, notably K~I. as seen in Table
IV, which is given approximately as

K« -——2 Re(Np U2*) sin6„/I p

Css sin&a =+ 0.1 sin&~,

and the observed values are consistent by including
this effect.

APPENDIX A: OPTIMIZATION OF POLARIMETER
0-p APERTURE

The angular distribution of protons scattering on
carbon (a spin-0 nucleus) can be written as

N(8, p) ~ (xp(8)[l PA—(8) sin(y —yp)]

=vp(8)[1+A(8)(o. cosa'+ P sing)], (Al)

where vp(8) is the spin-averaged scattering cross
section, 8 is the polar scattering angle, P is the
net polarization of the protons, y is the scattering
azimuthal angle measured relative to the primary
scattering plane of the proton, and yo is the
azimuthal angle of the proton's polarization vector
relative to the same plane. n and P are more
closely related to the observables we wish to mea-
sure,

If we consider left-right scattering, we wish to
find the aperature 8& &8&82, lyl &q& s'uch that the
statistical error on o. is minimized. (The terms
in P sing are canceled out by averaging over this
y region. ) The number of events to the left (Nz)
and right (N„) are 'proportional to

82

Ni = cp(8) [1+nA(8) cosrp]d8dy

3. Concluding remarks

Even though double- and triple-spin correlation
measurements have become much easier by using
a polarized beam and target, the error bars shown
in Fig. S are still fairly large. This is because
very few recoil protons scatter in the carbon
polarimeter plate with a large enough angle to have
a nonzero analyzing power. Given a reasonable
running time, it is necessary to increase the beam
intensity and at the same time to suppress those
events that do not have a large enough scattering
angle in the carbon plate. Recently, we have in-
corporated such a hardware device, which has
made it possible to increase the beam intensity by
at least a factor of 4.

= 2&& )0'i(1+ ir &A)»npi/0'i),

Ns =2&op)9 i(1-~&A)»n9 i/p i),

where

82

&vp) = vp(8)d 6,
8)

82

,(8}A(8)d8/&,) .
8)

The measured asymmetry is

s = (N~ Ns)/(N~ + N„-)

= Q &A) Sin+i/pi,

and the desired result is

(A2)

(A2)
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0 =
(A) sing,

'

The statistical error on a is given as follows:

~2 $/2

(A) sin@i Nz, +Ns

This can be rewritten using (A2) as

& '=2(1- ') '"(s 'pi/pi)'"(&A)'& p&)'". (A4)

4 can be minimized easily if we assume that e

«1. In this case the problem decouples and
sinpipi/igi and &A)2&a'p) can be maximized indepen-
dently.
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1. rp aperture

sin y&/y& is maximized by solving tang& ——2q &.

The solution is 0.72 at y&
——66.78'. At this value

of q &, the effective analyzing power is f(A), where
f=sings, /y&

—0.78. (In the data analysis, the data
are binned in 15 bins and p& is taken as 60, so
f=0.826.)

Z. 0 aperture

y =(A )(vo) is maximized with respect to 8& and

82 by plotting y on a (8&, 82) grid and finding the
peak. As an example, proton-carbon elastic scat-
tering data'' at 818 MeV give y -850 mb/sr at
(8&, 82) =(4', 16.2'). We have chosen 8&

——6' to
avoid contributions from multiple Coulomb scatter-
ing, and 82 =16' to ensure that all scattered pro-
tons are within the aperture of the M%PC's. y
-620 mb/sr at (6', 16') and the increase in a is
(850/620)'~' =1.17. We ignore effects associated
with inelastic proton-carbon scattering for this
calculation.

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF BIASES TO THE
DOUBLE-SCATTERING OBSERVABLES
1. Inefficiency in the polarimeter chambers

The largest possible bias present in our system
is the inefficiency in the various regions of the
polarimeter chambers. In order to study this
problem, the equation in Sec. VIB is written as
R„,=IOMC,„,. To include the effect of inefficiency
we must multiply alternate rows of the right-hand
side by c, and e, [right (down) and left (up) effici-
enciest. Defining

e=-,(e, +e,) and L=(e. -e,)/(c, +e,),
we can absorb c (average efficiency) into I, and
define D;, =(- I)'5;~. Then the modified equation is

R,h~ Io(I + hD)MC—,—

where I;,= 6;„so
IOMC, b, ——Io(I + dd))MC,

c...=M '(I + m)MC

=(I +~ 'DM)C .
Now we can show that owing to the symmetry of
M. (assuming A, =A,), DM =MP; where P is a
permutation matrix

0 Axf

(shown in submatrix format). Then

C,„,= (f+'hM MP)C

=(I +~)C .
The result of this exercise is to demonstrate that

the calculated observables (C,b, ) can be mixtures
of the desired ones if the efficiencies are not equal.
The mixtures are simply between observables
where the polarimeter is (or is not} used.

(a) I„(0,0; O,K) is mixed with I„(0,0;0,0) as
I„(0,0;O,K)+(a/A)I„(0, 0;0,0). That is, an asym-
metry is introduced of size n/A. We assume that
I„(0,0;O, S) is equal to zero and any observed ef-
fects are due to unequal efficiencies.

(b) K~,- K»+(L/A)I„( SO; 0, 0) should have no
bias.

(c) D„~-D„„+(6/A)I„(O,N;0, 0). D» could show
a bias -0.1 times that of I„(0,0; 0, S). D» could
have a bias which affects the analyzing power.

(d) H», -H~»+(a/A)I„(S, N;0, 0) should have no
blas,

(e) The single-scattering results are mixed with
double-scattering parameters multiplied by 6 &P.
These effects are too small to be observed.

Z. Difference in analyzing power
4

Varying efficiency over the polarimeter cham-
bers or misalignment of chambers implies that the
analyzing power could also be different, when the
latter is not constant over the accepted angular
range of 6 to 16 . An analysis similar. to the one
for efficiency differences shows that C,„,=(1
+ A„P„)c, where 6„ is the asymmetry in the
analyzing powers (A, -A„}/(A, +A, ) and P„ is a
matrix

0 AxX

This means that the double-scattering observables,
are not affected, but the single-scattering observ-
ables are affected by the double-scattering ones,
which is a negligible effect, except for I„(O,N;0, 0), -

which will contain effects due to D» I„(O,N;O, N). ——

3. Misalignment of chambers

This effect is essentially the same as the case
for inefficiencies.
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